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Parvana is brave  
In the book The Breadwinner Parvana shows bravery when her father was getting 
beaten she decided to stand up against the soldiers beating him. a quote I have to 
support That Parvana is Brave is "The lesson here, my daughters," he looked from one 
to the other, "is that Afghanistan has always been the home of the bravest women in 
the world. You are all brave women. You are all inheritors of the courage of Malali." - 
Page 31. In this quote, the father himself states that Parvana his daughter is Brave. 
throughout the book also we see bravery from Parvana. like for example cutting her 
hair and pretending to be a boy to go out on the streets and make money for her 
family. this is very brave of her because if she's discovered as a girl she could be 
beaten or killed. another instance of bravery Is when Parvana dug up bones to get 
extra money for her family. Digging Up Bones by it’ self is scary enough but where she 
was Digging Up Bones there were landmines Which are extremely dangerous and can 
blow you up. as you can see I have stated why Parvana is brave and have given three 
examples plus a quotation. That is why Parvana is Brave. 



Parvana’s personality
As you may know part of Parvana's personality is being brave but what are some 
other parts you may ask? Well first off Parvana is caring. she always does 
whatever she has to do to help her family. A quote I have to back this up is “She 
kept hauling water. Her arms were sore, and the blisters on her feet started to 
bleed again, but she didn’t think about that. She fetched water because her 
family needed it, because her father would have expected her to. Now that Mrs. 
Weera was there and her mother was up, things were going to get easier, and she 
would do her part.” .This shows how caring she is of her family. second Parvana is 
loyal. Parvana would never betray her family. to her family always came first. you 
can see this in the last quote I showed. That is why Parvana is loyal. As you can 
see I gave two examples of Parvana's personality and a quotation. Those are a 
few examples of Parvana’s Personality.



Bella is brave
Bella is brave because When James the vampire was threatening Bella's 
mom Renee. she went to sacrifice herself to keep her mom Renee safe. 
this is brave of Bella because James is a dangerous vampire who wanted 
to kill and torture to death. Another example of Bella being brave is this 
quote “Fall down again, Bella? 'No, Emmett, I punched a werewolf in the 
face.”’’. This quote shows that Bella is brave because punching a werewolf 
in the face is very dangerous and she even broke her hand while doing it 
which is brave of her. As you can see I have given two examples and a 
quote of why Bella is Brave. 



Bella’s personality 
Part of Bella's personality is being brave like I stated in the slide before. Some 
other things about her personality are She thinks little of herself. she also 
thinks that she's a freak and not normal. a quote I have to back this up is 
Page 10. “ “I didn’t relate well to people my age. Maybe the truth was that I 
didn’t relate well to people, period . . . Maybe there was a glitch in my brain.” 
“.Bella is also very caring. she always makes dinner for her dad Charlie and 
takes care of him. As you can see I've stated two examples of Bella's 
Personality And a quote. 



How do Parvana and Bella compare?
Some ways Bella and Parvana compare are,  Bella and Parvana are both Brave. I have shown 
examples of why they're both Brave in previous slides. they both use the same type of 
Bravery. to protect their family. this shows how similar they are and how they both value 
family very much. they're both willing to risk their lives to protect their family. a second 
similarity I found was they are both kind/caring. for the same reasons also. to help their 
family. Parvana is caring in the way to get water and money for her family so they could 
drink and eat. Bella is caring in the way she would make dinner every single night for 
Charlie her father. she would also help her friends at school if they needed it. again you 
can see that both the reasons they are caring are for their family. now that I have talked 
about how their personalities compare I'm going to talk about how their physical features 
compared. some physical features they have that are similar to each other are they are 
both girls. they also both have brown eyes. the last thing I would like to talk about on how 
Parvana and Bella compare is the surroundings around them.  both Parvana and Bella have 
one or more friends. they also both have some sort of house. I've given three detailed 
examples on how Bella and Parvana compare. 



How do Parvana and Bella contrast?
The first example I have on how Bella and Parvana contrast is: Parvana doesn't think 
that she is different or weird / a freak. while Bella does think that way of herself. 
Parvana does not little herself, unlike Bella. Another thing different about them is Bella 
has it easier than Parvana in life. this is because Bella gets to go to school and wear 
whatever she wants. she also gets to go outside whenever she wants while Parvana does 
not get to do any of these things. Some ways their physical features are different are: 
Parvana is a person of color and Bella is not. Parvana is also around 12 to 13 while Bella 
is 17. The last contrast I have of them is their surroundings. Parvana lives in 
Afghanistan while Bella lives in America. Parvana also only has one room that she and 
her family share. while Bella has a whole house. the last thing that is different about 
their surroundings is Parvana is in the middle of a war and is not very wealthy. unlike 
Bella who is not in the middle of a war and is middle class. I've given three examples on 
how Parvana and Bella contrast. that is how Parvana and Bella contrast. 



How does this all relate to Identity ?
This all relates to identity because when I was talking about Parvana and Bella's 
character traits/ personality which ties into identity because a part of someone's 
identity is their personality. personality helps form people's identity. another way 
this relates to Identity is when I talked about their physical appearance. this 
relates to identity because how someone looks is part of their identity. if someone 
has crazy pink hair and another person has normal brown hair you would be able to 
tell them apart and say hey that's Rebecca and that Sarah which is forming a 
connection with their identity. The last thing I talked about that had to do with 
identity was their surroundings. surroundings have to do with identity because 
people's surroundings can help form their beliefs, morals, and, motives. which is 
part of people's identity. when somebody's surroundings are based around religion 
then that person is going to most likely follow that religion. that is how this all 
relates to Identity.



The End


